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jnenti as It too often is. The idea of the seven ages was
a commonplace of the period.
144. Mewling i.e. mewing like a cat, v. G. ejnewl/
547. school: F. 'fchoole.'
149. eyebrow; F. *eye-brow.*
154. with good capon lined v. G. *capon/
156. modern instances trite illustrations, v. G.
164. history chronicle-play.
166. S.D. F. 'Enter Orlando with Adam.' There
Is a well-blown tradition derived from Oldys the
18th cent antiquary, that one of Shakespeare's brothers,
presumably Gilbert, used in old age to recall how his
brother once acted *a part in one of his own comedies,
wherein, being to personate a decrepit old man, he
wore a long beard, and appeared so weak and drooping
and unable to walk, that he was forced to be supported
and carried by another person to a table, at which he
was seated among some company, who were eating,
and one of them sung a song/ Upon which reported
spectacle Coleridge thus moralises: 'Think of the scene
between him and Orlando; and think again, that the
actor of that part had to carry the author of that play in
his arms! Think of having had Shakespeare in one's
arms! It is worth having died two hundred years ago
to have heard Shakespeare deliver a single line.*
Surely this is the very ecstasy of bardolatry.
167-68. F. prints this as prose, which fact and the
broken line (168) suggest revision or adaptation. It is
perhaps worth noting that 'feed' rhymes with 'need'
(1. 169).
174. Blow, Ikwy etc. F. heads this 'Song' and
assigns it to no character*
176. ingratitude? F. gives no stop here, but edd.
are no doubt justified in borrowing the colon from the
corresponding line in stanza z.
178. Because thou art not seen i.e. *thou art an enemy
that dost not brave us with thy presence, and whose

